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T-Card System - Fitting Instructions

1. Open the T-Card Wall Rail Supports and remove
the white screw box located within one of the
Supports.

2. Align the T-Card Panels (T-Card slot facing
upwards) side by side on a flat surface in the order
required for system operation.
N.B - Ensure all panels are placed in the same
orientation

3. Gently apply a single T-Card support rail to the
bottom of all T-Card Panels simultaneously, until
the circular ridge of each panel rests above the
Wall support.
N.B Ensure the front of the T-Card Wall Rail Support (the side without screw holes) aligns with the front of
the T-Card Panels

4. Securing the opposite end of the T-Card Panels
apply firm pressure on to the bottom support
until a click is heard and the circular ridge of the
T-Card panel is no longer visible.

5. Repeat the process with the top T-Card Wall Rail Support

6. Slide the title cards & protective cellophane covers
into the top and bottom supports to complete the
system
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7. Mark out the required spacing for the screw holes on the wall that the
T-Card System is to reside. Drill screw holes and insert wall plugs and
screws. Screws should be positions such that the system is hung on the
wall by the far left and far right of the upper Wall Rail Support
NB: Ensure the L shaped screw is positioned so that it is pointing upwards
allowing the Wall Rail Support to ‘hang’

8. Holding the middle of the two outer panels, carefully lift the T-Card System. The upper Wall Rail Support
should be positioned over the top of the L-Shaped screws and then pulled down behind it, securing it in
place
9. Begin using your T-Card System

All T-Card Systems are supplied with T-Cards of the appropriate size in various colours. T-Cards are available to
purchase at any time and are available in;
-

5 Sizes (Size 1, Size 1.5, Size 2, Size 3, Size 4)
10 Colours (Blue, Green, Yellow, Pink, Purple, Orange, Red, White, Beige & Grey)
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